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Abstract 
As usual, a 4-connex finite part of Z2 is called a polyomino. Recognizing whether a given 
polyomino can be tiled by translated copies of tiles taken from a given family of polyominoes is 
obviously decidable. On the contrary, deciding whether a given set of polyominoes is a code has 
been shown to be undecidable (Beauquier and Nivat, 1993). In this paper, we define various 
classes of codes and study the complexity of tiling recognition for these classes and their mutual 
relations. Specially, we study the class of polyominoe families, which we call neighbourhood 
codes, which generate tilings which are recognizable by cellular automata using only neigh- 
bourhood relations. We prove that there exist codes which are not neighbourhood codes, and 
we give an example of such a code. 
1. Introduction 
1 .l. Polyominoes and contour words 
A point p with coordinates (x, y) in Z2 is a neighbour of another point q with 
coordinates (2, y’) if 
(x=x’andly-y’l=l) or (y=y’andIx-x’l=l). 
A subset P of Z2 is 4-connex if, for all points p, q E P, there exists a path (r,,, rl, . . . , r,) 
of points of P, such that r. = p, r,, = q and V i, 0 < i < n, ri is a neighbour of ri + 1. 
A 4-connex finite subset of Z2 will be called a polyomino. We will draw polyominoes 
by associating to each point of 2’ with coordinates (p, q) the square unit pixel whose 
down left corner has coordinates (p,q) which is called a cell, and we will identify 
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a polyomino with the portion of the real plane which it occupies when drawn in this 
manner. So, depending on the context, a polyomino is either a finite 4-connex part of 
Z* or a union of connected cells in the real plane. 
If P is a polyomino and u is an element of Z2 the translation of P by u is the set 
{u E Z2 1 v - u E P]. We will denote the translation of P by u as P + u. 
If P is a polyomino and V is a set of polyominoes, a tiling or cover of P by V is a set 
of pairs (Ui,ci), Ui E Z2, ci E %‘, such that P is the disjoint union UiCi + Ui. 
Remarks. Several translated instances of a given polyomino from %? may appear in 
a tiling. Polyominoes may only be translated in the tiling, they may not be rotated or 
flipped. Two tilings will be said to be distinct if there is a pair (u, c) belonging to one of 
the tilings and not to the other one. 
A set %’ of polyominoes is a code if there does not exist a polyomino P which admits 
two distinct tilings by %?. 
Example. The set H2 - V2 of the horizontal domino and the vertical domino do not 
form a code, since the 2 x 2 square admits two different ilings (see Fig. 1). A point p of 
a polyomino P which has only one neighbour in P will be called an extremity and if 
p has exactly two neighbours which are adjacent, p is called a corner (see Fig. 2). 
A polyomino will be said to be hole-free if its complement in Z2 is 4-connex. Some 
authors have given for hole-free polyominos the definition of having an 8-connex 
complement in Z2, where 8-connexity is associated to the following definition of 
neighbourhood: a point p with coordinates (x, y) in Z2 is an 8-neighbour of another 
point q with coordinates (x’, y’) if ly - y’[ < 1 and Ix - x’l < 1. The results presented 
in this paper hold for both definitions. 
The frontier of a polyomino P considered as a union of cells is its topological 
frontier, i.e. the set of points belonging to P and being 4neighbours of a point 
belonging to the complement of P in Z2. 
Fig. 1. Two different domino tilings of the 2 x 2 square. 
Fig. 2. Zoology of points. 
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The contour of a polyomino P is the set of segments constituting the frontier of its 
drawing in the real plane. To each hole-free polyomino P and each integer point A of 
its contour, one can associate a unique word on the alphabet (N, W,S,E} by 
following in trigonometric order (counterclockwise) the contour of P, starting at 
A and coding each unit displacement by its direction. We will call this word the direct 
contour word of P starting at A and denote it cA(P). To avoid confusion between points 
of polyominoes and starting points of contour words we will call the latter contour 
points. In [9], Freeman extensively discusses contour words and related algorithms 
under the name of “chain codes”. When needed, contour words can be made indepen- 
dent of their starting contour point by considering them as numbers in a base 
4 numbering system (N = 0, W = 1, S = 2, E = 3 for instance) and representing the 
class of all contour words of a polyomino by the smallest integer belonging to it. We 
will denote the direct contour word of a hole-free polyomino P by c(P) when the 
starting contour point is not relevant. The notion of contour word can be extended to 
polyominoes with holes, by defining a set of contour words associated to a set of 
starting points (one for the exterior contour and one for each hole). The contour 
words for holes are built by turning in the clockwise order. In [a], it is proved that it is 
undecidable whether a given rational language on the alphabet {N, W, S, E) contains 
a contour word of a hole-free polyomino. For any word w on the alphabet 
{N, W, S,E} and any point A, we will denote by A + w the point obtained when 
starting at point A and doing the moves coded by w. 
We will denote by @ the set of all polyominoes tilable by a set V of polyominoes 
and by V the set of polyominoes uniquely tilable by w. Since the codicity is 
undecidable in the general case, it is more interesting to characterize special families of 
polyominoes which may be proved to be codes. We define here three such families, the 
piece codes, the contour codes and the neighbourhood codes. The piece codes are the 
polyomino equivalent of prefix word codes [6]. 
A set W of words on the alphabet {N, W, S, E} is an unavoidable contour factor set 
for a set of polyominoes %Z if every polyomino P in qB# admits at least one of the words 
of Was a factor of its direct contour word cA(P) for some starting contour point A (see 
Fig. 3). 
Example. {EN W, WSE, SEN, N WS} is an unavoidable contour (proper) factor set for 
the example of Fig. 4. This states that every polyomino in %‘grf has an extremity. The 
NwNwwsssEEEN 
Fig. 3. Direct contour word of a hole-free polyomino starting at the contour point A. 
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Fig. 4. A set VI of polyominoes, 
proof (by recursion on the number of polyominoes used in the tiling) is left to the 
reader. 
1.2. Contour codes and piece codes 
A set of polyominoes % is a contour code if it has a nonempty unavoidable contour 
factor set W such that to each word w E W can be associated a unique sequence of 
triples (wO, AO, cO) .. . (wP, A,, c,,) such that w = wo...wP with 
Vi, wi is a factor of the direct contour words cAi(ci) of the polyomino ci of V, 
for the starting contour point Ai, 
Vi > 0, Ci n (Ci+ 1 + AiAi) = 8 where Ai = Ai + Wi. (1) 
A set of triples verifying these conditions will be called a compatible contour 
factorization. In other terms, this means that for any Q?-tilable polyomino, one can 
find a factor of its direct contour word from which one can deduce a unique partial 
tiling along this part of the contour. If for each word w, p is equal to 0, the contour 
code will be called a piece code. The set %I of Fig. 4 is a piece code, with associated 
factor set {EN W, WSE, SEN, N WS}. 
Lemma 1. A contour code is a code. 
Proof. Let ‘3 be a contour code. In any polyomino P tilable by V there is a subset of 
points of the frontier which can be tiled only by one set of translated instances of 
polyominoes of V (one translated instance if V is a piece code). By removing this 
partial tiling from P one obtains one or several smaller polyominoes tilable by 69. 
Recursively, each of these polyominoes is uniquely tilable by g (obviously the empty 
polyomino is uniquely tilable by U). 0 
Whether a set of polyominoes %’ is a contour code depends on the properties of the 
unavoidable contour factor sets one can associate to it. We will speak of a rational 
(resp. deterministic, context-free, etc.) contour code %? if V has an unavoidable contour 
factor set which is rational (resp. deterministic, context-free, etc.). Unfortunately, 
a general technique for proving that a given set of polyominoes is a piece code or 
a contour code is not known. We do not even know whether this is decidable. One 
simple idea is to look for contour factor sets which are unavoidable whatever set %Z of 
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Fig. 5. A contour code ‘ST2 with unavoidable contour factor set SEE*N (or ENN*W, or NWUV, or 
WSS*N). 
tiling polyominoes is used, as the sets in Fig. 5, and show that one of these sets satisfies 
the conditions (1). In the example of Fig. 5, it is easy to see that any word from SEE*N 
is factorizable on factors of contour words of compatible instances of polyominoes of 
%Yg2 only as (SEN) or (SE)(EE)k(EEN) if there is an odd number ( > 1) of E, or as 
(SEEN) or (SEE)(EE)k(EEN) if there is an even number ( >2) of E. Theorem 1 in 
Section 3.2 shows that the notion of a contour code is interesting in practice even if 
one cannot obtain a membership decidability result. 
The notions of piece and contour codes can be extended to noncodes by restricting 
one’s attention to polyominoes that are uniquely tilable by a (noncode) set of polyominoes 
Q?. If the defining property for piece codes or contour codes is true for all uniquely 
%tilable polyominoes, we will say that V is a piece set or contour set. In [3] it is proved 
that the set H, - V, of one (1, m) horizontal bar and one (n, 1) vertical bar is a piece set. 
2. Tiling recognition 
Recognizing whether a given polyomino can be tiled using a set % of polyominoes is 
obviously decidable. As a matter of fact, it has been shown by Maire [l l] that the set 
V of polyominoes tilable by V is a recognizable picture language in the sense of [lo]. 
There has been some attention recently on the problem of finding efficient parallel 
tiling recognition algorithms. Complexity results have been proved [3,8,12, l] con- 
cerning specific tiling sets (one horizontal and one vertical bar) and/or special families 
of polyominoes to be tiled (uniquely tilable polyominoes, stack animals, convex 
polyominoes, etc.). In this paper, we focus on the analysis of tiling recognition in 
relation with possible neighbourhood relations between points of the tiling set. 
2.1. Neighbourhood automata 
2.1.1. Neighbourhood relations 
We define 4 neighbourhood relations on the set of numbered points of a finite set of 
polyominoes, completed with T (“empty”): N (i,j), W(i,j), S(i, j), E(i, j), defined by 
l if i and j are different from “empty”: 
N (i, j) (resp. W(i, j), S(i, j), E(i, j)) is true if point j can be a neighbour of point i to 
the North (resp. West, South, East) without the two polyominoes Ci and Cj to 
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which i andj belong intersecting, i.e. if (xi, yi) are the coordinates of i and (xj, yj) are 
the coordinates of j, then Ci + (xi, yi) n Cj + (Xj, yj + 1) = @ (resp. n (xi - 1, yj), 
n (Xj, Yj - 1)~ n txj + 1, Yj)); 
0 if j is equal to “empty”: 
N (i, T) (resp. W(i, T), S(i, T), E(i, T)) is true if i has no neighbour to the North 
(resp. West, South, East) in Ci; 
0 if i is equal to “empty”: 
N(T, j) (resp. W(T, j), S(T, j), E(T, j)) is true if j has no neighbour to the South 
(resp. East, North, West) in Cj. 
2.1.2. I-neighbour cellular automata 
A 4-neighbour cellular automaton is a sextuple (Q, {I}, {T}, {qerr}, Qr, 7), 
where 
- Q is a finite set of states, 
- I, T, qerr are distinguished states, 
- Qr c Q\{qerr} is a set of final states including at least T, 
- z is a transition function (Q\{qerr})4 + Q. 
A computation of a 4-neighbour cellular automaton on a polyomino in the plane is 
as follows: initially every point of the polyomino is in the _L (“undefined”) state and 
every point of the plane not in the polyomino (in practice only border points of the 
polyomino are to be considered) is in the top (“empty”) state. Transitions are syn- 
chronous using the r-transition function: the new state of each point is computed 
according to the state of its 4 neighbours. A configuration is said to be stable at step 
t when the state of all points at step t + 1 is the same as at step t. The computation 
stops as soon as a stable configuration is reached or as one of the points is in the 
qerr state. If all points are in a final (accepting) state when the computation stops, then 
the automaton is said to accept the polyomino. 
2.1.3. Neighbourhood automaton of a set of polyominoes 
Definition 1. A point numbering of a finite set V of polyominoes is a one-to-one 
mapping between the set of points of the polyominoes of % and [l.. . K], where 
K = CPO&I. 
If V is a set of polyominoes with K = C Psy 1 p ) points, the neighbourhood automa- 
ton of V is a 4-neighbour cellular automaton, where 
_ the set of states is Q = 2K u T. 
We will interpret he state of a point of a polyomino to be tiled as the list of possible 
points of instances of polyominoes of V in a tiling by ‘Z under recognition. 
- Qr= {-+-~((q}lq~C1...~1. 
- qerr is the state associated to the empty set of points of polyominoes. 
- I = [l...K]. 
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- The transition function 7 is defined as follows: for all k E [ 1.. . K] (k being a point of 
a polyomino of ‘ip), k E z(q,, qw, qs, qE) iff 3kl, k2, k3, k4 such that kl (resp. 
k2, kJ, k4) E N and N(k, k,) is true (resp. k2 E qw and W(k, k2) is true, k3 E qs and 
S(k, k3) is true, k4 E qE and E(k, k4) is true). 
Thus a tiling point will belong to the new state if and only if it has compatible 
neighbours in each direction in the old state. 
A set of polyominoes W is a neighbourhood code (resp. neighbourhood set) if its 
neighbourhood cellular automaton recognizes ti (resp. ‘37) (see Fig. 6). 
2.2. Complexiry of recognition 
2.2.1. Complexity of sequential recognition of tilings by piece and contour codes 
The complexity of recognizing whether a polyomino can be tiled by a contour code 
is a function of the complexity of recognizing a word of its associated unavoidable 
If’*= {$ p } and P= 
if@ 
Initiaktate 
l- 
TTT 
TTT 
TTT 
t=3 
T 
TTT 
TTT 
Fig. 6. Example of computation by a neighbourhood cellular automaton. 
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Fig. 7. Relations between sets of codes: all areas are nonempty. Codes C,, C, and C, are presented in 
Section 3. 
contour factor set, the complexity of associating aword of the contour factor set with its 
neighbourhood compatible factorization, and the size n of the polyomino to be tiled (the 
size of the polyomino is its number of points, so its perimeter has a size O(n)). Thus, the 
complexity of recognizing whether a polyomino P is tilable by a piece code, given the 
direct contour word of P, is quadratic (its associated unavoidable contour factor set is 
necessarily finite). In the example of Fig. 5, the complexity of recognizing whether 
a polyomino can be tiled by WBz isalso quadratic in the size of the polyomino, since the 
unavoidable contour factor set of ‘X2 is rational and the decoding of a factor is linear. 
2.2.2. Complexity of parallel recognition of tilings by neighbourhood codes 
Let K be the number of points of a neighbourhood code and n the size of 
a polyomino to be tiled. The neighbourhood relations defined in Section 2.1 can be 
stored in O(P) space (constant space) and the transition function of the neighbour- 
hood automaton can be computed in O(K’) time given those relations. The number 
of steps of computation is bounded by Kn since at each step at least one tiling point is 
removed from the state of one tiled point. Thus the time complexity of tiling 
recognition by a neighbourhood automaton is O(nK’), which is linear in the size of 
the polyomino to be tiled. 
Fig. 7 summarizes the relations between the various classes of polyomino codes. 
3. Examples of codes 
In this section, we show that the hierarchy of the classes of codes presented in Fig. 7 
is not degenerated. In order to prove that the classes are all distinct, we first need to 
introduce the family of coloured squares. 
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3.1. The family w(n) of coloured squares 
The family u(n) of coloured squares introduces in the frame of polyominoes 
a special case of the “domino” problem discussed for instance in [S, 73. 
Let n be an integer greater than or equal to 4. We will build the family ‘X(n) of 
polyominoes starting with a square of size 2n + 1 and placing outgoing anchors on 
the North and West sides, and ingoing anchors on the East and South sides. An 
anchor can be of size 0 d i d n - 3. A polyomino of V(n) is fully characterized by the 
size of the anchors on its sides. The north side of a polyomino of 9?(n) is contour coded 
by: W”N’EN W3SESiW” if i # 0 and by W ‘“+I if i = 0. In the same way, the west side 
of a polyomino of w(n) is contour coded by: PW’N WS3ENEiS” if i # 0 and by S2”+i 
if i = 0. The south side of a polyomino of w(n) is contour coded by: 
E”N’ WNE3S WS’E” if i # 0 and by E2”+’ if i = 0. Finally, the east side of a polyomino 
of @‘s(n) is contour coded by: N”W’S WN3ESEiN” if i # 0 and by NZnfl if i = 0. 
We will call colour of a side the size of the anchor on this side if it is an outgoing 
anchor, and the opposite of the size of the anchor if it is an ingoing one. We will denote 
by cn(iI, i2, i,, i4) the coloured square of U(n) with colours il,i2,i3,i4 on sides 
N, W, S, E. 
One example may be found in Fig. 8. 
If c is a coloured square we will denote by Cal,(c) the colour of its side in the 
X direction (X E {N, W, S, E}). Let p1 and p2 be two disjoined translated instances of 
coloured squares cl and c2 of C(n). We will say that p2 is the North (resp. West, South, 
Fig. 8. The coloured squares C.&O, - 3, - 2). 
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East) neighbour of p1 if: p1 = cl + (x, y) and p2 = c2 + (x, y + 2n + 1) (resp. 
c2 + (x - (2n + l), y), c2 + (x, y - (2n + l)), c2 + (x + 2n + 1, y)). 
If p1 and p2 are neighbours, their anchors fit together, which obviously is only 
possible if the colours on the side for which they are adjacent are opposite. 
Let us note that claiming that a translated instance of a coloured square p has no 
neighbour to the East (for instance) in a tiling means that at least one point of the East 
side of p has no East neighbour. 
We will now study some properties of ‘S(n). Let P be a polyomino and 
R = (cq + (xir, yd) a tiling of P by U(n). We will call an N W-extremal square of R the 
coloured square of R whose centre is westmost among coloured squares of R whose 
centres are northmost. 
Lemma 2. Zf P is a polyomino of %7(n)“, n > 3, the positions of the centres of translated 
instances of coloured squares are the same in any tiling of P by ‘3(n). 
Proof. Let R = (Cik + (x,3 yi,)) and R’ = (ci; + (xi;, yi;)) be two tilings of P by q(n). 
Let (x, y) be the centre of the NW-extremal square of R. Let w be the left factor of 
length n + 1 of the contour word c”(P) where A is the northwest corner of the point 
(x, y + n). Then w = W”S since the square is NW-extremal. The two last letters of 
w-representing the contour of the point of coordinates (x - n, y + n) - can only 
correspond to a NW corner. A translated instance of a coloured square has NW 
corner points in its ingoing and outgoing anchors (if there are any) and in the NW 
corner of the square. Let us assume that in R’, (x, y) is not the centre of a translated 
instance of a coloured square. Then (x - n, y + n) is not the N Wcorner of a translated 
instance, and has to be a point belonging to an ingoing or outgoing anchor. But in 
both cases, the shape and position of the anchors make it impossible to position other 
translated instances of coloured squares in R’ in order to obtain w = W”S as an initial 
factor of cA(P). Thus we may assume that in R’, (x, y) is also the centre of a translated 
instance of a coloured square. By deleting the translated instances of coloured squares 
containing (x, y) from R and R’ and repeating the same process, we obtain the desired 
result. 0 
Remark. In the above proof we have shown that the unavoidable contour factor word 
W’S can only be a factor of the direct contour word of one (any) translated instance of 
a coloured square. This does not mean that Q?(n) is a contour code, since it can be 
a translated instance of any coloured square. As a matter of fact, we will see that V(n) 
is not a code. 
Lemma 3. If P is a polyomino of V(n)“, and (x, y) is a point of P such that there exists 
a tiling of P by U(n) where (x, y) is the centre of a translated instance c of a coloured 
square, and c has no West (resp. North, South, East) neighbour in the tiling, then the 
West (resp. North, South, East) colour of c is the same in any tiling of P by ‘X(n) and is 
computable. 
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Proof. Let us assume that c has no West neighbour. If the point (x - (n + l), y) does 
not belong to P, then the West colour of c is 0 in any tiling of P by C(n). If this point 
belongs to P, then due to the shape of the anchors, either the West colour of c is 0 in 
any tiling of P by C(n) or the point (x - (n + l), y + 1) does not belong to P. In this 
case, let c”(P) be the direct contour word of P starting at the NW corner of this point. 
If the West colour of c is i # 0 then S”W’N W is an initial factor of cA(P) with 
0 < i < n - 3. If the West colour of c is 0 then cA(P) cannot have S”W’N W with 
0 < i d n - 3 as initial factor. Thus, in all the cases we can identify the West colour of 
c. The cases for which c has no North, East or South neighbours are treated in 
a similar way. The fact that in the East and South cases the anchors are ingoing in 
c makes things even simpler. 0 
Let us observe that U(n) is not a code: the rectangle of height 2n + 1 and of width 
4n + 2 can be tiled in two different ways (see Fig. 9). 
We will now build several codes which are sets of coloured squares. Let %‘c c V(8) 
(see Fig. 10) be the set of coloured squares: a = ca(O,O, - 1, - l), b = c8(0,1, - 2,0), 
c = cs (2,2,0, O), d = cs(l,O,O, - 2) e = ~(0, 1, - 3,0), f= %(3,3,0,0), 
g = c!3(4,0,0, - 3), h = c*(O,O, - 4, - 4), i = ca(5,2,0,0), j = cs(O,4, - $0). Let 
‘Z4 c %(ll) (see Fig. 11) be the set of coloured squares: k = cll(O,O,O,O), 
1 = cl 1 (0,2,0,0), m = cl 1 (O,O, 0, - 1). (We have changed here the shape of the anchors 
for technical reasons which will appear later.) Let wg, c %‘(8) (see Fig. 12) be the set of 
coloured squares: o = cs(O,O,O,O), p = c8(0,0, - 4, - l), q = cs(O,l, - 5, - 2), 
r = cs(O,2, - LO), s = c&5, - 2,0), r = cl3(2,3,0, O), U = cs(5,4,0, - 3), 
u = ca(3,0,0, - 4), w = cs(4,0, - 3, - 5). 
3.2. The inclusion ‘X% G .h’% 
Theorem 1. A contour code is a neighbourhood code. 
Fig. 9. Two different tilings of a (2n + 1, 4n + 2) rectangle by C(n). 
a b c d e 
f g h i j 
Fig. 10. The set C, 
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Fig. 11. The squares k, I,m from the set C, 
O mp mq m’ El’ t u V W 
Fig. 12. The set C,. 
Proof. Let P be a polyomino and V be a set of polyominoes. Let us first remark that if 
the computation of the neighbourhood automaton J$ of V on P terminates with 
a nonempty set of points S in nonfinal states, the computation of d on any 4-connex 
component of S stops with all points in nonfinal states. Let us now consider a contour 
code %? and assume that it is not a neighbourhood code. By the remark above, this 
means that there exists a polyomino P such that the computation of the neighbour- 
hood automaton of % on P stops with all points in nonfinal states. Let B be any point 
of the contour of P, and w be any factor of its contour word Q(P) for some starting 
contour point A, such that cA(P) = uwu, A + u = B. 
Let {TO, T,, . . . . T,,} be the sequence of points of the frontier of P bordered (at least 
for one unit move) by the contour factor w. This sequence is not necessarily 4-connex. 
But, if 7;- and q + 1 are two successive points in the sequence that are not 4-neighbours 
of each other, they have one and only one common 4-neighbour in P. Let 
{SO,Si, ***2 S,.} be the sequence { r,,, T,, . . . , T,) augmented by adding for each pair 
{Ti,Ti+i} h’ h w ic are not 4-neighbours their common 4-neighbour between them. 
Using {SO,S1, . .. . S,.} we will now build two distinct compatible contour factoriz- 
ations of the contour factor w in contradiction with the hypothesis that V is a contour 
code. Let us start with point SO. Since SO is in a nonfinal state, its state contains (at 
least) two distinct points of polyominoes of %7 (possibly two distinct points of the same 
polyomino). Let iO andj,, be two of the points in the state of S,,, and let us assume that 
i,, is a point of co and j, is a point of CL. Since the automaton has stopped, if one 
considers the points around So which are covered by translated instances of 
co + (x0, yo) and cb + (x&y;) such that So = co + (x0, yo) = CL + (XL, yb), the state of 
each of them contains the corresponding points of co translated in the same way. If it 
was not the case, the automaton propagating by 4-connexity the necessary neighbour- 
hood relations would eliminate i. or j, in the state of So. Thus cs(cb) be the contour 
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words of the translated instances of cO and cb starting at contour point B (B is indeed 
a contour point in these translated instances, because if it was interior to c,, or cb the 
automaton would remove i0 orj, from the state of S,). Let w. (resp wb) be the longest 
common left factor of w and cB(co) (resp. c&b)). We have w = wouo = w&b. 
If u. and u6 are both empty words we are done; we have built two compatible 
contour factorizations along w. Let us assume now that u. is not empty word. Let 
S’j be the last point of P bordered by the connex contour factor wo. Since 
{So, S1, . . . , S,.} is a connex sequence, Sj+ 1 is a 4-neighbour of Sj. Thus, in the state of 
Sj+i there is at least one point of a polyomino cl such that the corresponding 
translated instance cl + (x1, yi) of ci is compatible with co + (x0, yo). By repeating the 
same reasoning and applying it also to ub we build two distinct compatible contour 
factorizations: wow1 . . .wp and wbw;. . wbr in contradiction with the fact that V is 
contour code. 
This theorem is of practical importance. If one is given a set V of polyominoes 
which is a candidate for being a contour code, and a polyomino p to be tiled by V, and 
one makes the neighbourhood automaton of %Z run on p, 3 cases are possible: 
_ the computation stops in an error state and one can be sure that p is not tilable by 
C; 
_ the computation produces a tiling of p by %, and one can be sure that this tiling is 
unique (but not that % is indeed a contour code); 
_ the computation stops on an ambiguous configuration, and V is not a contour code 
(but may be a code). 
3.3. The inclusion NV c V 
Theorem 2. The set V. is a code and is not a neighbourhood code. 
Proof. Let us first prove that %Zo isa code. Let P be a polyomino of Ut. The proof is by 
induction on the size of P. If P has less than (2n + 1)2 + 2(3 + (n - 3)) points, then 
P is tiled by a single square from Vo. Let R be a tiling of P by qo. Let 4 be the coloured 
square whose translated instance is NW-extremal in R. By Lemma 3 the West and 
North colours of c are computable. This leads to a direct identification of c unless 
Cal,(q) = Cal,(q) = 0 or (CoZ,(q) = 1 and Cal,(q) = 0), 
i.e. q E {a, h} or q E {b, e}. 
(a) Let us assume that q E {a, h}. If in R, q has no East or South neighbour, then the 
East or South colour of q is computable, and thus q is known since ColE(a) # Cal,(h) 
and Co&(a) # Cal,(h). By taking off the NW-extremal square of R we obtain a smaller 
polyomino. But if q has an East neighbour which is a translated instance of r and 
a South neighbour which is a translated instance of t, we can have r = b or I = e 
(if q = a) or r = j (if q = h). By the same reasoning as above, if this translated instance 
of r has no South neighbour then Cols(r) is known and thus r is known since Co&(b), 
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Co&(e), and Cols( j ) are pairwise disjoint. Thus we obtain again a smaller polyomino 
by taking off r from R. If now this translated instance of r has a South neighbour 
which is a translated instance of s, we can have either s = c (if r = b), s =f (if r = f ), or 
s = i (if r = j). But the translated instance of t must be a West neighbour of the 
translated instance of s. Since it must also be a South neighbour of the translated 
instance of 4, we have only one possibility: 4 = a, r = b, s = c and t = d. Fig. 13 
summarizes the possible neighbourhood relations between polyominoes discussed in 
this paragraph. Thus in any case we obtain a smaller polyomino by taking off one or 
several uniquely computable coloured squares. q 
(b) The case q E {b, e} is treated in a simpler way. Possible South neighbours of 
a translated instance of q are translated instances either of c or& The West colours of 
c and fare different. Possible West neighbours of a translated instance of c or f are 
translated instances of either d or g. The North colours of d and g are different. But the 
East neighbour of the South neighbour of q cannot have a North neighbour, because 
then it would also be a West neighbour of q and q would not be N IV-extremal. Thus in 
all the cases we obtain a smaller polyomino by taking off one or several uniquely 
computable coloured squares and P admits a unique tiling. 
Thus qg, is a code, but ‘ZO is not a neighbourhood code. We leave it to the reader to 
verify from Fig. 13 that the neighbourhood automaton of VO, when operating on the 
square of size (4n + 2)2, will stop in an ambiguous configuration: each point will be in 
a state corresponding to 2 or 3 possible tiling points. This comes from the fact that the 
neighbourhood automaton is unable to explore nonlocal neighbourhood relations. 
3.4. The inclusion 9’5~2 c W%‘. 
Theorem 3. The set qB4 is a contour code and is not a piece code. 
Proof. Let us first prove that %?d is not a piece code. Let p be the square of size 22 x 22 
which is uniquely tilable by 4 instances of the polyomino k. No portion of its contour 
is uniquely tilable by a single piece. Fig. 14 summarizes the possible contour factoriz- 
ation by a single piece of wg,. 
Let us now prove that %‘94 is a contour code. 
Fig. 13. Possible neighbourhood relations starting with {a, h} 
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Fig. 14. Possible local tilings by a single piece. 
o-o-o 
I 
P-¶-r 
I I I 
0 0 w S 
Fig. 15. Possible neighbourhood relations. 
Let L1 = {S3 W4N2, W3S2ENES2 W3N 7E3S2 WN WS2E3}. The first word in L1 is 
unavoidable for every polyomino tiled by pieces from ‘4Z4 with at least one instance of 
1. The second one is unavoidable for every polyomino tiled by pieces from Wg4 with at 
least one instance of m. Let us consider the set L2 of all the contour words of 
polyominoes tiled by instances of k. Clearly words in L1 cannot be factors of words in 
L2. So the set L1 u L2 is an unavoidable contour factor set for W4, and then W4 is 
a contour code. 0 
3.5. The inclusion %‘V c JV%? 
Theorem 4. The set %Zg3 is a neighbourhood code and is not a contour code. 
Proof. Let us first prove that ‘$Z3 is not a contour code. Let p be the square with size 
51 x 51 which is uniquely tilable with 9 translated instances of the polyomino o. The 
graph of possible neighbourhood relations summarized in Fig. 15 makes clear that no 
contour factor of this square leads to a unique contour factorization. 0 
One can easily verify that Wg, is a neighbourhood code. The main observation is that 
only the square o can have a neighbour in each of the four directions. 0 
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